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THE DEPLETION PROPERTIES OF GAS
CONDENSATE DEPOSIT IN NONLINEARLY

ELASTIC GRANULAR RESERVOIRS

Abstract

In the paper we investigate the depletion process of gas condensate deposit
represented by non-linear elastic granular reservoirs. The results of numerical
experiments carried out by the calculation scheme suggested by the outhors on
the base of a binary model of gas condensate mixture filtration are cited. It
is assumed that the granular bed permeability and porosity stratifications are
subjected to the exponential law. Ingluences of nonlinear elastic deformations
on the main indices of gas condensate pool development under the considered
condtions are investigated.

A lot of papers have been devoted to investigation of influence of deformation
over development. In [1 and 2] the calculation scheme for prediction of the main
indices of gas condensate pool development represented by elastically deformable
purely fissued resorvoirs was suggested. The development process was investigated
and typical features of influence of permeability and compressibility stratification
of cracks on the exhaustion process were set up. Based on the approaches stated
in [1 and 2] the solution of the problem of gas condensate mixture filtration in
granular deformable resorvoirs is obtained, a caluculation algorithms for prediction
of the main indices of gas condensate beds under diffrent rheological conditions was
suggested in [3].

In the present paper, we cite the results of machine experiments conducted for
investigation of gas condensate pools in gas reservoir drive in an elastic deformable
granular reservoirs. The calculations were carried out by the algorithms suggested
in [3]. Therewth, following the recommendations accepted in [4], it is assumed
that porosity m and permeability k with bed pressure change p is subjected to
exponential law and with appropriate numerical values of coefficient of permeability
βk and porosity am changes are described by the following espressions:

k = k0 exp [βk (p− p0)] , m = m0 exp [ak (p− p0)] , where p0, p are initial and
current formation pressures; k0, m0 are initial permeability and porosity.

The calculations were performed for the values of porosity change factor am

0.0001, 0.0005, 0.001 and 0.002 1/MΠa for βk/am = 10. In addition to these variants
for comparison an undeformable case also was considered. In all the variants, the
development is conducted under constant pressure equal to 10 atm. under the
following initial data:

Initial formation pressure p0 = 40.0 MΠa;
Pool external reservoir boundary radius Rk = 1000 m;
Reservoir initial permeability k0 = 0.05 · 10−12m2;
Formation initial porosity m0 = 0.2;
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Formation thickness h = 50m;
Thermodynamical data of gas condensate mixture V of the block V II of the

horizon of ”Bulla Deniz” (Azerbaijan) deposit were used.
All the considered variants of the gas condensate pool exhaustion are based on

the same initial data and differ only by deformability degrees of the reservoirs. This
allows to investigate the features of influence of deformations on the main indices of
gas condensate pool development under the considered conditions.

The results of calculations are illustrated on fig. 1-10.
The time variation of the mean formation pressure in gas condensate reservoir

of different deformability degree is shown in fig. 1, the time variatian of the mean
condensate saturation corresponding to these cases in fig.2. Fig.4. illustrates the
time variation of gascondensate factor. The character of gas and condensate produc-
tivity change of the well with constant pressure differential is represented in fig.3.
and fig.7. It should be noted that in all the figures for the comparison the case with
undeformable reservoir (curves 1) was cited.

As it is seen from fig.3. the reservoir deformability exercises principally quality
influence over the well gas productivity in the exhaustion process. Always observed
(fig.3. curve 1) some increase of well gas productivity, with decrease of formation
pressure is absent under deformable reservoirs. The well productivity in the present
case alway decreases in time and the more deformable the reservoir, the stronger the
decrease. Therewith it is important to note that within the considered conditions,
the presence of even comparatively small deformability of the reservoir (am = 0.0001
1/MΠa, βk = 0.0001 1/MΠa) considerably influences over the behavior of the
dependence qg (t). As it is seen from fig. 2.1.4. the well gas production rate qg on
variants for the time from 24.4 to 42 g. decreases 10 times compared with initial
one. The further operation of the well is accompanied by the production decline
rate qg, for lower absolute value of gas production rate.

The remarked character of well gas production rate change mainly is stipulated
by the influence of deformation of the reservoir on its filtrational properties. The
reservoir permeability stratification with decrease of formation pressure in accor-
dance with the adopted exponential law is shown in fig.4 (curves 3 and 4). As we
see, within the considered conditions, for great βk (curve 4) under rather higher
pressures, the reservoir permeability decreases so strongly that further exploitation
of the formation becomes practically impossible. If we come back to fig.3, we can
see that the current gas production rates really were very decreased. But therewith
the formatio pressures in variants 3,4,5 in fig.1 are still higher.

Strongly decreasing gas extraction per a time unit reduced to stabilization of the
curves p (t) and ρ (t). Therewith the large values of the coefficients am and βk, the
dependences ρ (t) at the late period not only decrease but somewhat grow. Such
character of alternation of p (t) and ρ (t) stipulated the form of dependences Γ (t)
cited in fig.7. As the lower gascondensate factors correspondend to great deformabil-
ity of the reservoir in the main development period, difference in well’s condensade
production rate (fig.8) is not so great as of gas.

For convenience of the analysis of the obtained results, the dependence of the
production volume of rocks on presure in fractions from is initial size is given in fig.4
(curves 1 and 2).

So, the typical feature of deformable reservoirs is their porosity and permeability
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change in the depletion process (with pressure decrease in the formation). Therewite
from the point of view of net operation of the formation, i.e. possibility of production
receipt, the influence of the mentioned factors is opposite.

If the net volume degradation reduces to decrease of pressure decline rate and
consequently, to preservation of higher productivity, the reservoir permeability re-
duction only decreases its productivity.

How do m and k change at concrete conditions in the considered examples? So,
to the end of the 20 year the development of permeability of the removed part of
the formation (for am = 0.002 1/MΠa, βk = 0.02 1/MΠa) decreased for 8,3 times
compared with initial size, but porosoty (net volume of the reservoir) only 1,2 times.
But if we compare not in time but to the moment of recovery of equal volume of
gas (see fig. 6 and fig. 5), then for ηq = 0.3 the permeability (the same as above
) turns to be decreased 6,4 times (by the same deformability degree), the porosity
in 1,2 times. And for ηä = 0, 4 the permeability decreases to 12.3 times when the
porosity decreases only 1,3 times. As we see, decrease of permeability accompaning
the gas condensate exhaustion process in deformable reservoir, exercises strong neg-
ative influence on well’s gas productivity, but change of porosity exercises positive
but very weak influence. This is confirmed also by the curves of gas recovery factor
dependence on formation pressure ηq(ρ), illustrated in fig.10. The graph of depen-
dence η (p) demonstrates the fact that well productivity degradation is connected
with reservoir permeability damages. If we consider for the same pressures, i.e. to
the moment of equal formation pressures in variants, we can see that great total gas
extractions correspond to formation with higher deformability degree, that affirms
the what has bee said.

Time alternation of gas recovery factor is cited in fig.6. As we see, the gas
recovery of a deformable formation within the considered conditions depending on
the deformability degree of the rock significantly differs. Therewith the ultimate
gas recovery of weakly-deformed formations (curve 2) is higher than undeformable
one (curve 1). The gas recovery decreases according to increase of deformability
(curves 3,4 and 5). The mentioned effect is directly connected with chnge of the
features of the deformable formation as the pressure lowers in it. From the accepted
model of gas condesate mixture filtration process in a deformable medium it follows
that reservoir pressure decrease should be accompanied by decrease of gas-saturation
volume of the pool and its absolute permeability. And from the point of view of
gas recovery increase, the gas saturation volume decrease of the pool is useful. The
formation permeability decrease, especially at high deformability conditions of the
rock may decrease so the current gas production rate of the well that it would be
impossible to get rather high gas recovery coefficients.

The gas recovery coefficients cited in fig. 6 by variants were obtained at con-
siderably different ultimate formation pressures. The higher deformability of the
formation, under higher formation processes occurs the deseribed process (see fig.
1). So, the ultimate formation pressures of the considered variants were 2.0, 2.4,
8.3, 16.6 and 25.4 MΠa. How lower therewith were the current production rates of
wells may be established by fig. 5. This picture visually demonstrates the influence
of formation permeability change on well’s production rate. Influence only of the
change of porosity on gas recovery may be easily observed by the curves of depen-
dence ηq (p) in fig.10. It is seen that in all the variants of the deformable formation
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the values of gas recovery factor under the same formation pressures are higher than
in the case of undeformable one. And, the more deformable is the formation, the
higher is gas recovery factor.

Fig.9 shows the time alternation of condensation recovery. In principle, higher
current pressure in deformable formation should provide extraction of a great quan-
tity of condensate. But the permeability damages insert amendments to the current
and ultimate quantities of condensate recovery factor of deformable reservoirs (see
fig.9 and fig 10). As a result of this, in all the considered variants of the deformable
formation, the condensate recovery factor became lower than in the case of under-
formable one.

The cited results give visual representation of influence of rock’s deformability on
the main indices of gas condensate pools exhaustion process in elastically deformed
granular reservoirs.
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Fig. 1. Dynamics of formation pressure for different
deformability degrees:
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Fig. 2. Time dependence of condensate saturation r

for different deformability degrees

(conditional denotation are the same as in fig.1).
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Fig. 3. Time altermation of gas production rate for different
deformability   degrees  (conditional  denotation are

the same as in fig.1).
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Fig. 5. Gas production rate change from formation pressure for

different deformability  degrees  (conditional denotation

are the same as in fig.1).
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Fig. 6. Time alternation  of  gas recovery for different
deformability degrees (conditional denotation

are the same  as in fig.1).
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Fig. 7. Time  alternation  of  gas  condensate factor of gas
production rate for different deformability degrees

(conditional denotetion are the same as in fig.1).
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Fig. 8. Time  alternation  of  gas  condensate for different
deformability degrees (conditional denotation are

the same as in fig. 1). .
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Fig. 9. Time  alternation  of  condensate  recovery  for
different deformability  degrees  (conditional

denotation обозначения те же, что на рис. 1).
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